A 4-H Series For TV

MULLIGAN STEW

A 4-H TELEVISION PRODUCTION WITH EXPANDED NUTRITION PROGRAMS

What’s In... is not far out!
Make the TV Scene

Join the gang for action and

THE GREAT NUTRITION TURN ON

A LOOK INSIDE YOURSELF

Getting

the Race That Lost His

FUEL

DIETS
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What's In... is not far out!

Coming soon on TV... six new shows with a kid's rock band, playing groovy music. Full of super adventure and action, and loaded with fun.

Join the MULLIGAN STEW gang on impossible missions. These shows will turn you on to being healthier by knowing the best foods to eat. Send for the package of "goodies"... games, puzzles, fun things to use with each show.

Become an agent with the MULLIGAN STEW force for better nutrition.
A 4-H TELEVISION PRODUCTION WITH:
Expanded Nutrition Programs, USDA, in cooperation with Extension Service,
USDA and State Extension Services of the Land Grant Universities.
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DISTRIBUTION BY:
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